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Abstract
A global consensus list of the world’s species must be based on the best available taxonomic research, and its
contents should not be biased towards certain political or social aims. At the same time, users of any global list
must be involved or consulted in its establishment to ensure that the list meets their needs. This paper argues that
while these two desiderata— independence and inclusion—might seem to be in conflict, they are in fact compatible.
More precisely, it suggests the roles taxonomists and users could play in establishing and maintaining a global
consensus list to make sure that this list is both inclusive and independent.
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Introduction

Taxonomy is one of the fundamental disciplines in biology
with many other disciplines relying on taxonomic classifica-
tions. Taxonomists create a map of patterns of variation in
biodiversity (species and other taxa) that other biologists rely
on to navigate the complexity of life on Earth. While there
may well be multiple good ways of mapping biodiversity
(Conix, 2018), the particular map created by taxonomists is
very influential because it is commonly used by scientists and
non-scientists. Taxonomy’s map of the organic world is con-
veyed to these users of taxonomy in forms such as phyloge-
netic trees, identifications keys, and lists of accepted taxa.
Among these, taxonomic lists are particularly influential as
they are commonly used by policy-makers both on the nation-
al (e.g., conservation legislation) and international (e.g. mul-
tilateral environmental agreements) levels. However, while
over 2 decades of effort to list the world’s species have result-
ed in excellent and largely comprehensive lists (e.g. Catalogue
of Life (CoL)) and taxon-specific or ecosystem-specific lists
(e.g. the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS)), no
single global list is generally accepted by scientists and key
users. This lack of consensus sometimes forces list users to
choose between multiple competing lists, which has far-
reaching negative consequences (Garnett et al., 2020).

In a call to resolve this problem by improved governance of
taxonomic lists, a recent paper (Garnett & Christidis, 2017)
triggered a debate that has resulted in the formation of a
Working Group on the Governance of Taxonomic Lists under
the auspices of the International Union of Biological Sciences
(IUBS). This working group has proposed a set of principles
for the governance of taxonomic lists, and aims to collaborate
with existing global listing initiatives on governance mecha-
nisms that help build consensus among scientists and key
users about a single global list of the world’s accepted species
(or, more generally, ‘taxa’, depending on which ranks would
be included in such a list).1

Two of the ten general principles proposed for creating a
single global list (Garnett et al., 2020) are that ‘the species list
must be based on science and free from non-taxonomic con-
siderations and interference’ and ‘governance of the species
list must aim for community support and use’. The first prin-
ciple acknowledges that widespread acceptance of a global list
will only occur if it is demonstrably scientifically sound; i.e.
the list is based on the results of the best available taxonomic
research. For that to be true, political, social, commercial, or
other non-taxonomic preferences of list users should have no
part in taxonomic decisions about which taxa meet scientific
criteria for inclusion on an authoritative list. The second

principle aims to ensure the list aids users of taxonomy in
improving the efficiency and consistency of decision-
making that relies on taxonomy. The authority of any global
list will be derived at least in part from its actual adoption by
users of taxonomy, and users are unlikely to endorse a list
unless they have a role in establishing and maintaining it.

While these two principles are self-evident when consid-
ered separately, they may appear incompatible when taken
together. How can an authoritative list of species be indepen-
dent from non-taxonomic considerations if (non-taxonomist)
users of the list have to be involved in its establishment?2 As it
is, this tension is neither new nor unique. Taxonomic judg-
ment has long had implications for conservation, trade, and
development (see Box 1 for a non-exhaustive list of users of
taxonomy), and some authors have pointed to non-taxonomic
influences on species classification (Harris & Froufe, 2005;
Isaac et al., 2004; Karl & Bowen, 1999). More broadly, ten-
sions between independence and stakeholder influence are
characteristic of ‘boundary organizations’, formal bodies that
govern the interaction and facilitate productive relations and
communication between science and policy (Guston, 2001;
Miller, 2001). Such tensions must therefore be expected in
any governance structure that might oversee a global species
list. Exactly the same sort of tension between inclusion and
independence is illustrated clearly by what is perhaps the most
influential and well-studied example of such an organization,
namely, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(Hulme & Mahony, 2010).

Box 1 A non-exhaustive list of some of the main scientific and non-
scientific users of taxonomy and species lists

Science

Taxonomy Most taxonomies are built by refining
pre-existing taxonomies, and new species
can only be recognized on the basis of a
clear understanding of species already
recognized

Ecology Species often serve as the units of patterns
and processes studies in macro-ecology
(Isaac et al., 2004)

Conservation science Understanding and implementing
conservation relies crucially on an
inventory of what is to be conserved.
Taxonomic categories are the most
popular way of ‘mapping’, measuring and
prioritising biodiversity attributes
(Diniz-Filho et al., 2013)

Bioinformatics Taxonomic classifications serve as the
backbone for integrating information from
different sources in databases (GBIF
Secretariat, 2019)

Evolutionary biology

1 Note that the aim is not necessarily to have all taxonomists agree on all taxa.
Rather, the aim is to build consensus about which taxa to accept on the list,
even if not everyone agrees with every single included taxon.

2 Both taxonomists and non-taxonomists are important users of lists of accept-
ed species. For convenience, the term ‘user’ hereafter will refer only to non-
taxonomist users
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Species and other taxa serve as the units in
macro-evolutionary studies.

Palaeontology and
geology

Lists of fossil taxa play a crucial role in
reconstructing the geological history of a
region (e.g. Buckeridge et al., 2018)

Climate Science Taxonomy contributes to knowledge about
(changes in) the distribution of species,
which is crucial for predicting,
monitoring, and understanding climate
change and its consequences (e.g.
Hickling et al., 2006; Root et al., 2003)

Non-Science

Human health Taxonomy is required for identifying disease
organisms and their hosts and vectors, for
regulating trade in medicinal taxa, and
discovering new resources through
bioprospecting (e.g. Dias et al., 2012;
Harvey, 2008)

Conservation Taxonomic categories are often the target of
conservation action (e.g. protecting rare
species or combating invasive species)
and figure in conservation laws and
agreements (Mace, 2004). Taxon
richness, diversity, and uniqueness at
particular sites often guide conservation
investment

Trade regulation Taxonomic categories figure in agreements
and laws about the trade of organic
materials, products, and protected
organisms

Biosecurity Taxonomists play a crucial role in
identifying andmanaging pests that pose a
threat to food security

Industry, agriculture and
wealth generation

Taxonomy is important for discovering new
biological resources such as crop wild
relatives, genes for new crop varieties,
new products in biotechnology, and new
models for biomimicry (Bull et al., 2000)

Judiciary and law
enforcement

Biodiversity protective regulations,
(commercial and recreational) hunting
and fishing management, and trade
regulation are normally enacted through
explicit listings of species and higher
taxon names, and their implementation
depends on accurate identification of
specimens

Social scientific studies of such boundary organizations have
indeed shown how difficult it is to be policy-neutral and policy-
relevant. What emerges from these studies is that the intuitively
appealing ‘linear model’, in which scientists simply provide in-
formation for governments to use, rarely works (Young et al.,
2014). Instead, successful science-policy boundary organizations
typically rely on an interactive model with one role for scientists
and another role for policy-makers and other users (Young et al.,
2014). The key to making such a model work without violating
either of the aforementioned principles is for roles to be clearly
and transparently defined in advance (Rothman et al., 2009).
Taking this as its starting point, the aim of this paper is to define
the roles of taxonomists and users in setting up the governance

structure for an authoritative list of accepted species, and to show
that this can be done in a way that meets both Principle 1 (the list
must be independent and based on science) and Principle 2 (users
must be involved in setting up the list).

Value-laden decision-points in creating a list
of the world’s species

The governance structure that we propose for establishing and
maintaining an authoritative list of accepted species consists
of a body to endorse the listing processes used by taxonomists
to develop lists of accepted species in specific taxonomic
groups—call this body the ‘endorsement body’. By ‘listing
process’, we mean the mechanisms, rules, and procedures
used and chosen to create a list of accepted species of a par-
ticular taxonomic group. The lists produced by endorsed list-
ing processes are then combined and in aggregate make up the
global authoritative species list. Thus, the endorsement body
does not consider the detail of the particular lists of various
taxonomic communities, but rather evaluates the processes
these communities have adopted to compile their lists. The
overall process of coming to the endorsement of a single con-
sensus list is what we will call the ‘global listing process’
(Lien et al., 2021).

To clarify the roles of taxonomists and users in the global
listing process, it is useful to introduce a distinction between
two broad kinds of decision that are part of this process. On
the one hand, there are decisions that can be settled on what
might be called ‘purely taxonomic grounds’, i.e. empirical
evidence, broadly accepted biological theories and models,
and epistemic standards such as empirical adequacy, accura-
cy, predictive power, and precision. Examples of decisions
that are more or less fully determined by such taxonomic
considerations include which primers to use for amplifying
DNA, which analytical tools to use on morphometric data,
and which methods to use to infer phylogenetic relationships.
In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to these as ‘purely
taxonomic’ decisions, and to the grounds for making them as
‘purely taxonomic’. On the other hand, there are some deci-
sions in the global listing process that cannot be settled on
purely taxonomic grounds. These decisions thus require other
factors to ground them—we will call such factors ‘values’,
and such decisions ‘value-laden’.3

3 Note that we are not claiming that there is always a clear boundary between
such value-laden and purely taxonomic decisions, or between the kinds of
factors that might play a role in making them (so-called epistemic and non-
epistemic values) (Rooney, 1992). Rather, we believe there is a continuum
with clear cases on both ends. As the cases in taxonomy are often outside the
boundary area (e.g. seeking financial gains is an uncontroversial value-laden
motive), we will for the sake of clarity assume the distinction between episte-
mic and non-epistemic factors in the remainder of the paper.
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If all decisions required for setting up the global listing
process were purely taxonomic, then assigning roles would
be straightforward. Only taxonomists—used in a broad sense
that includes both amateurs and professionals involved in de-
scribing new species or in other aspects of taxonomy such as
phylogeny and classification (Costello, 2020)—would have to
be involved. As we explain below, this is not the case: the
global listing process includes decisions that are not fully de-
termined by purely taxonomic grounds. This means that set-
ting up a global listing process requires value judgments. And
while it is obvious that only taxonomists should be responsi-
ble for purely taxonomic decisions, value-laden decisions are
less straightforward. Thus, to clarify the roles taxonomists and
users should play in the development of a consensus list of
accepted species, it is useful to start by identifying the various
value-laden decisions in this process.

In the global listing process we propose, there are three
types of decision that are partly or fully value-laden: concep-
tual decisions; decisions about evidentiary standards; and de-
cisions about governance structures. We discuss each of these
types of value-laden decisions separately, and suggest who
(taxonomists or users) should play a role in making them.
We then discuss in the next section the roles taxonomists
and users should play in each of these decisions, and how they
should do this.

No fact of the matter

Speciation, and evolutionary change more generally, is usual-
ly a gradual process with the extent of difference between
lineages occurring along a continuum. Classification, on the
other hand, is a binary process: a given group of organisms or
populations may be recognized as a species, or as not-a-spe-
cies, but it cannot be classified as, e.g. ‘a half-species’. As a
consequence, it is sometimes difficult to fit evolutionary line-
ages into the binary categories available in a taxonomic list,
namely, groups recognized as taxa (e.g. species) and groups
not recognized as taxa at the same level (Zachos et al., 2020).
This is particularly the case for recently diverged lineages,
which are often independent in some ways but not in others,
and for which it may be unclear whether they will remain
independent. In such cases, the decisions required for drawing
taxonomic boundaries are not fully determined by purely tax-
onomic considerations, so value judgments have to be
exercised (Thiele et al., n.d., this issue). For example, two
species may be morphologically, genetically, and geographi-
cally distinct, but their populations may produce fertile hy-
brids should they come into contact (e.g. in captivity or
through species introductions). To make such decisions, tax-
onomists often choose a particular species concept or follow a
certain tradition. Some taxonomists may adopt a species con-
cept such that only highly independent lineages should be
listed as species, while others may argue with equal merit that

recently diverged lineages should be listed as species even
when their evolutionary trajectories are not yet fully indepen-
dent (De Queiroz, 2005; Zachos, 2016).

In such cases, we cannot simply look at the facts to make the
decision—that is, there is no fact of the matter about the partic-
ular rank of the group in question. Purely taxonomic grounds
do not determine whether a population is recognized as a spe-
cies, a subspecies, or as part of another species, and the problem
cannot be resolved simply by collecting more evidence (see
Kottelat, 1997 for an example). There is no time to see how
the lineage resolves the question itself in the future as that may
take thousands or even millions of years—a decision is needed
right now on whether the taxon should be listed as a species.
We argue that such decisions should be made by taxonomists,
and we explain below on what grounds they could make them.
It is important that only taxonomists make these value judg-
ments, because these judgments directly influence which spe-
cies are listed. Allowing users to influence these decisions
would provide them with the opportunity—clearly in violation
of the independence principle—to determine the content of
species lists in line with an external agenda.

By confining such ‘no fact of the matter’ judgements to the
domain of taxonomists, we do not mean to imply that taxono-
mists are not vulnerable to extra-taxonomic considerations.
Indeed, many taxonomists are deeply concerned about value-
laden issues such as conservation, and consideration of these
issues may be important motivations for taxonomists to pursue
their career. It may even be that taxonomists occasionally let
value judgements influence their taxonomic decisions (Harris
& Froufe, 2005; Isaac et al., 2004; Karl & Bowen, 1999). But
we argue that ‘no fact of the matter’ decisions should be made
only by taxonomists because these decisions require taxonomic
expertise. This is because dealing with difficult cases in taxon-
omy is rarely as simple as finding out that there is no fact of the
matter and then using value-judgements to choose a rank.
Instead, evaluation in these cases often partially depends on
the kinds of evidence that have been collected, the models used
for analysis, and other methodological decisions. These meth-
odological decisions are, in turn, typically motivated by prior
conceptual decisions. For example, a taxonomist who prefers
the Biological Species Concept is more likely to collect evi-
dence that reveals patterns of interbreeding than another taxon-
omist who prefers the Morphological Species Concept
(Frankham et al., 2012). Because substantial taxonomic exper-
tise is needed for identifying, understanding, and arbitrating
cases where there is no fact of the matter, taxonomists are in
the best position to do this.

Because taxonomists do not work in a vacuum closed off
from societal and extra-scientific interests, it is important that
in making such ‘no fact of the matter’ value-judgements, they
consciously strive not to let particular usages of the list influ-
ence their decision. We discuss below how such value-
judgements could be made without attuning them to particular
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list users. In addition, the governance mechanisms within tax-
onomic communities can help avoid parochial interests having
an undue influence (Pyle et al., 2021). For example, we pro-
pose that listing processes should be as inclusive as possible
with respect to the relevant taxonomic community and that the
reasoning underlying the value-judgements is transparently
articulated. This allows various forms of peer review to act
as a filter for unjustified extra-taxonomic influences.

Uncertainty

Even if we assume that species are being described at a fast rate
by the taxonomic workforce (Costello et al., 2013), it is clear that
we will be discovering new species for a long time to come.
Moreover, many currently accepted species were described long
ago on the basis of very imperfect evidence, and some of these
will require new research to meet the same evidentiary standards
as more recently described species. As the burden of proof for
revisions rests with contemporary taxonomists, such new re-
search may require substantial time and resources (Senn et al.,
2014). Particularly in cases of species divergence under complex
circumstances, delimitation of new species requires extensive
research that combines multiple lines of evidence (Schlick-
Steiner et al., 2010). Thus, even if there is little uncertainty for
many (perhaps most) species, it is sometimes impossible to col-
lect sufficient evidence to establish a species beyond reasonable
doubt. Thismeans that some species decisions, and hence species
lists, inevitably face some levels of uncertainty, even beyond the
‘no fact of the matter’ argument made in the preceding section.

This inevitable uncertainty is relevant here because it implies
that, for any listing decision, it needs to be decided how certain
we have to be tomake it. In some scientific disciplines, there are
broadly used conventional standards to balance false positives
and false negatives, like the most widespread statistical signif-
icance level of 0.05. However, there are no such broadly used
standards in taxonomy. As the required degree of certainty is
also not determined on purely taxonomic grounds, this means
that values are needed for doing this (Douglas, 2000, 2009).
Value judgments thus play a role in the listing process by set-
ting evidentiary standards. Note that in this role, values only
affect the degree of certainty required for listing decisions, and
never the content of these decisions. Take, for example, the
infamous case of the group of organisms included under the
concept of California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica) (Zink
et al., 2000). The status of this group of organisms has long
been heavily contested because its habitat—coastal sage scrub
in southern California—is of high economic value for real es-
tate development. Depending on whether the gnatcatcher is
recognized as a distinct taxon (subspecies), it could be protected
and make new real estate projects in its habitat impossible. The
point here is that the financial gains and conservation prefer-
ences here would not be relevant for deciding whether the
group constitutes a valid subspecies. Rather, value judgments

would determine how certain we have to be before accepting
whether the taxon is listed or not.

The lack of widely used evidentiary standards in taxonomy
means that the quality of evidence required for accepting or
rejecting a taxon can be adjusted according to the potential con-
sequences of taxonomic error.4 For example, it may be reasonable
to use less strict standards when nothing consequential hinges on
listing the species under consideration. This way, non-charismatic
and rarely studied groups that have already been listed on the
basis of thin evidence can be listed until, perhaps, new research
is done. Conversely, it may be reasonable to set stricter eviden-
tiary requirements for accepting or rejecting a species on the list if
errors are costly. For example, if the authorities decide to follow
the list in the case of the gnatcatcher, erroneous rejection might
lead to extinction of the taxon, while erroneous acceptance might
lead to substantial loss of economic opportunity.

In theory, the value judgments described in this subsection
(‘uncertainty’) and the previous (‘no fact of the matter’) are
distinct. Value judgments about evidentiary standards never
push for or against listing a particular species. Rather, they
help estimate the costs (for societies, economies, and conser-
vation) of taxonomic errors. Values thus do not decide wheth-
er a species is recognized, but rather how certain we have to be
about changing the status quo about species listing decisions.
In cases where there is no fact of the matter, on the other hand,
value judgments do co-determine the rank and recognition of
a group of organisms and whether it should be listed. In prac-
tice, however, these two types of value-laden decisions are
hard to distinguish, as listing decisions often involve both
substantial uncertainty and conceptual decisions.

Taxonomists have most experience with uncertainty in spe-
cies delimitation and the ways it can be dealt with. Hence, they
are also in a good position to evaluate evidentiary standards for
listing. In addition, users of taxonomy could help set evidentiary
standards too. In the case of the California gnatcatcher, for ex-
ample, more evidence than usual was collected precisely because
the decision to be made had potentially far-reaching conse-
quences. More broadly, users of taxonomy can alert taxonomists
of the consequences of a taxonomic proposal, and thus of the
costs associated with the decision to accept or reject it. The tax-
onomists involved can then adjust the evidence levels required
for a decision to the differential costs of both classes of error.

The governance structure of the list

We propose a global listing process in which an endorsement
body endorses the lists of particular taxonomic groups com-
piled by the communities of taxonomists who study those taxa.

4 Another option, perhaps desirable, would be to include uncertainty estimates
in a global species list. However, such estimates are most likely not available
for many species. In addition, even such uncertainty estimates do not eliminate
the role of value-judgements described here (John, 2015; Steele, 2012).
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The basis of such endorsement would consist in a set of core
principles (Garnett et al., 2020) and criteria of adequacy for
species lists (Lien et al., 2021). Taxonomic communities with
a governance structure that meets the criteria of adequacy are
then eligible to provide the endorsement body with a species
list. If multiple communities offer lists of the same groups of
organisms, the endorsement body has to arbitrate between these
lists on the basis of the core principles and criteria of adequacy.
For example, one list may be preferred over another if it has
better dispute resolution mechanisms or represents more of the
active taxonomists working on these organisms. These criteria
of adequacy and core principles are a third factor in the global
listing process in which value-judgements are inevitably need-
ed. More precisely, there are at least three sets of value-laden
decisions required to establish these governmental structures.

First, the basic principles of the endorsement body are not
determined by purely taxonomic considerations. They include
basic considerations of science and governance such as trans-
parency, independence, fair recognition of listing efforts, sta-
bility, respect for scientific freedom, and consistency (Garnett
et al., 2020). Both taxonomists and users can legitimately help
determine these principles and their application. In fact, the
principles as they are currently proposed are the result of dis-
cussion among taxonomists, users of taxonomy, and special-
ists from other fields such as biodiversity informatics and
political science. If the principles have to be adapted once
the governance structure is running, taxonomists, users, and
relevant experts from other fields should again be consulted.

Second, the conditions of adequacy for listing processes are
also not determined by taxonomic considerations. These may
include considerations such as inclusivity and exclusivity,
transparency in appeal and decision-making, peer review, con-
flict resolution mechanisms, and the degree of consensus
achieved (Lien et al., 2021). Again, we hold that both taxono-
mists and users can contribute to designing criteria of adequacy
and ways of implementing them. Taxonomists are familiar with
the peculiarities and structures of communities of taxonomic
practice and the ways in which listing processes could be
attuned to existing structures. Users of taxonomy can validly
influence these criteria of adequacy—given that the right
checks and balances are in place—because the criteria directly
determine which kinds of lists will be endorsed by the endorse-
ment body. Hence, for users to trust these lists and use them, it
is important that the lists meet criteria that are important to the
users. For example, international organizations would be un-
likely to uniformly adopt lists that only take into account the
taxonomic opinions of a small and biased subsection of relevant
expertise and are highly controversial as a consequence.
Finally, the expertise of specialists in governance, conflict res-
olution, and decision-making is crucial in designing criteria that
are likely to work smoothly. This also applies to dispute reso-
lution, for example in the situation where two competing lists
are submitted that both meet the criteria of adequacy.

Together, the basic principles of the global listing process
and the criteria of adequacy (as well as how these are decided,
documented, implemented, and changed) make up the gover-
nance structure of the endorsement body. In the remainder of
the paper, we will therefore refer to these as the ‘endorsement-
level governance structure’.

The endorsement-level governance structure should be dis-
tinguished from a third governance component that requires
value-laden decisions, namely, that of the particular taxonom-
ic communities responsible for particular species lists. Each of
these taxonomic communities is responsible for designing its
own governance structure in line with the basic principles and
criteria of adequacy. These community-level governance
structures are likely to differ between different taxonomic
communities, depending on such factors as already existing
governance structures, the number of specialists willing and
able to contribute, and available funding. As is the case for
endorsement-level governance structures, taxonomic grounds
do not determine which fine-grained governance mechanisms
a particular listing process should use. Decisions concerning
these mechanisms thus have to be made by the taxonomists on
value-laden grounds. These taxonomists may of course con-
sult experts in decision-making, conflict-resolution, or other
relevant fields. However, users of taxonomy should not inter-
fere with these decisions. For example, the criteria for
accepting species on a list for a particular taxonomic commu-
nity would need to be developed independently of users. Such
influence would breach the principle of independence. Users’
influence on the governance process should be limited to de-
cisions about endorsement-level governance.

Values in the global listing process: conclusions

Having listed the three main roles values have to play in
the global listing process, it is worth emphasizing that
most decisions in a global listing process require no ob-
vious value judgments. These decisions are easiest to de-
fine negatively: any decision not included in one of the
three types discussed above should be made purely on
taxonomic grounds. These decisions are the domain of
taxonomists and should not be influenced by users of
taxonomy. While these decisions are too many and varied
to list exhaustively in the way the value-laden decisions
were, they can broadly be said to encompass taxonomic
research. This means that taxonomic research falls fully
outside the scope of influence of the users of taxonomy,
and retains its freedom and independence.5

5 Of course, users may still influence taxonomic research by the way they
distribute research funding, or by prioritizing conservation or funding for
groups at particular ranks. In addition, there are of course many taxonomists
who are also involved in regulation and policy. However, such influences are
hard to avoid and independent from the way a global listing process is set up.
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One way of summarizing the contents of this section is that
users should never be directly involved in decisions about
which species to include on accepted species lists. That is, a
species should never be listed, or excluded from listing, just
because that is in the interest of one of its users.Whenever that
happens, the independence principle has been breached.
However, users can have indirect influence by setting eviden-
tiary standards and contributing to the design of the gover-
nance mechanisms. It is important to be careful that these
indirect influences cannot be abused to exert direct control
over the content of species lists. For example, when eviden-
tiary standards for inclusion of a species are set unrealistically
high, the indirect influence of setting these standards directly

determines the content of the list (Steel & Whyte, 2012).
Similarly, listing processes should have adequate conflict-of-
interest provisions to ensure that taxonomic specialists do not
also serve the interests of particular users.

Making value-laden decisions

The previous section established that value-laden consider-
ations are required for some of the decisions in the global
listing process, and that users of taxonomy should be involved
in some of these decisions. This should not be taken to mean
that any consideration whatsoever can legitimately influence

Box 2 Main steps in the global listing process

Steps in the lis s Taxonomists Users

1. Taxonomic Research Describe, name, and classify groups No role

ween these groups.

2. Compiling lists Make decisions in a neutral and transparent manner

Dealing with uncertainty Take the consequences of error 
into account.

Inform taxonomists about the
consequences of error.

research

Conceptual decisions Make decisions in a consistent and No role
conser

3. ists Make decisions in a neutral and 
transparent manner

Communicate preferences to 
endorsement-body

Taxon-specific lists Design of community-level No role
governance structure

Global consensus list Design of endorsement-level
governance structure

Feedback and advice on 
endorsement-level governance
structure  without decision-
making.

ng
processes

4. Using lists Use of taxonomic data is consistent; 
no more misunderstandings about, 
for example, species richness due to
use of different and differing lists.

Users endorse or adopt (parts of) 
the accepted list, implement in 
policy, or use in research.
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the decisions that are not fully determined on taxonomic
grounds, or that users can play any role whatsoever in making
these decisions. The aim of this section is to describe on what
grounds and by whom underdetermined decisions should be
made.We do this by first describing the general principles that
should guide value-laden decisions, and then by returning to
the three types of value-laden decision discussed in the previ-
ous section. Box 2 summarizes this by providing an overview
of the global listing process and the various roles of users and
taxonomists in each step of the process.

General principles

Most broadly, we propose that value-laden decisions in the
global listing process should be guided by two principles:
neutrality and transparency.

According to the principle of neutrality, value-laden
decisions in the global listing process should be made
in a way that does not promote the interests of one
particular user of the list over the interest of other users.
Instead, neutral decisions should aim for the highest
common denominator of the relevant value spectrum
such that they are compatible with the preferences of
all or most users. For example, the principle of neutral-
ity implies that the criteria of adequacy for listing pro-
cesses should be such that they are acceptable to all
main users and sufficient for these users to trust the
lists generated by these processes.

One implication of the principle of neutrality is that value-
laden decisions are likely to be suboptimal for some users,
even if they are acceptable for all. One may argue that this
way, we miss the opportunity to attune species lists—within
the boundaries of what is determined by purely taxonomic
considerations—to things we value strongly, such as biodiver-
sity conservation or effective and efficient conservation legis-
lation. However, we argue that in the case of a global list,
neutrality is a better course to take than such optimization of
the list to certain highly valued outcomes. One reason is that
the consequences of decisions in the listing process are very
difficult to predict. This makes it difficult to base decisions in
the listing process on potential outcomes. For example, even if
everyone agreed that all value-laden decisions should bemade
in a way that promotes biodiversity conservation, it is far from
clear which course of action would be best: both over-splitting
and over-lumping can help or hinder conservation (Frankham
et al., 2012). A second reason is that the success of a global list
of accepted species depends strongly on global uptake of the
list by the scientific community, governments, and non-
governmental organizations. Prioritization of the interests of
certain users over others—that is, violations of neutrality—
would make this unlikely.

Another implication of the principle of neutrality is that it is
important to consult as broad a range of users and taxonomists

as possible (see Box 1).6 This is because the needs of many
smaller stakeholders are often not obvious and can remain
invisible to those who are used to working with more promi-
nent stakeholders in the listing process such as the managers
of Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs).
Consulting a broad range of points of view makes it more
likely that decisions are truly neutral, and does not violate
needs or preferences that were simply not considered
(Longino, 1990). Of course, this does not mean that the input
of all stakeholders should have equal weight. The needs of a
single user should not have the same weight as, for example,
those of MEAs or databases that have broad societal impact.

The principle of neutrality should be coupled to transpar-
ency concerning value-laden decisions. In this context, trans-
parency implies that all value-laden decisions, and the
grounds for these decisions, are recorded and openly accessi-
ble. For example, this paper, Garnett et al. (2020), and the
openly accessible report of the workshop on a global species
list give an overview of the main principles for a global list as
well as the reasons for adopting these particular principles.
Such transparency is important for three reasons. First, it
makes it possible to monitor value-laden decisions and their
grounds, and, thus, to check whether value judgments played
a role beyond the legitimate ones described in this paper. For
example, lists could communicate uncertainty and disagree-
ment about the taxa they list as species (Pyle et al., 2021).
Second, transparency concerning these decisions is important
for the perceived legitimacy of the list and the trust that po-
tential users have in it. These, in turn, are necessary for the list
to be taken up globally. For example, international organiza-
tions and agreements like the MEAs are unlikely to take up a
consensus list unless it can be assured that it is not subject to
undue influences. Finally, transparency concerning the
grounds for particular decisions may be important when these
decisions in the end turn out to have unwanted consequences
for particular users. If in such cases it is clear that the grounds
for these decisions were neutral, legitimate, and generally
agreed on (particularly when these users were also consulted),
these users are less likely to lose trust and refuse participation.

Operationalizing neutrality

The principle of neutrality applies in different ways to the two
main groups of parties involved (users and taxonomists) and
the three types of value-laden decisions in the global listing
process. This subsection briefly elaborates on how this is the
case.

6 For example, neutrality could be achieved through a consensus-building
model along with a method for assessing the level of consensus.
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Users of taxonomy

The main influence of users of taxonomy on the global listing
process should be through consultation and feedback through-
out the process of setting up the global listing process and its
governance mechanisms. Such consultation should include
both asking for input before establishing processes, and asking
for feedback at various stages of implementation. As feedback
and consultation are in no way binding, users of taxonomy
need not be neutral and can clearly communicate their needs
and preferences.

Importantly, users’ opinions should never be sought by the
taxonomic communities that compile the particular species
lists to be accepted. This makes sure that users cannot directly
influence which taxa get accepted or rejected. There is only
one exception to this: taxonomic communities compiling spe-
cies lists can choose to consult users when evaluating the costs
of taxonomic error in cases of high uncertainty or substantial
subjective disagreement, and when choosing evidentiary stan-
dards appropriate for including or excluding a taxon. On the
basis of users’ input, taxonomists can decide whether new
research is needed before species can be included on or ex-
cluded from the list, or if the cost of error one way or the other
is so low that existing evidence is sufficient. Conversely,
which is probably more common in practice, users could iden-
tify important gaps in the literature or evidence, alert taxono-
mists about the costs of error, and request or commission
taxonomic research to fill this gap.

In addition to consultation and feedback, the users of tax-
onomy should be involved in the global listing process
through its evaluation. More precisely, users of taxonomy
should at all times have access to information that shows the
extent to which the criteria of adequacy and the rules of pro-
cedure are taken up by taxonomic communities or enforced by
the endorsement body. This is crucial to maintain the trust of
users in the global list.

Taxonomists

In the first place, taxonomists are responsible for all decisions
that can be made on purely taxonomic grounds—most impor-
tantly, creating the species lists. In addition, taxonomists should
also be involved in the three kinds of value-laden decisions.

First, taxonomists should make value-laden decisions
concerning the governance structures on the basis of their
own expertise and experience, the advice of non-taxonomic
experts, and the information and feedback provided by the users
of taxonomy. In doing so, they should aim to make their deci-
sions such that they are acceptable to all or most stakeholders.
In addition to the principle of neutrality, their decisions can be
guided by the main principles (Garnett et al., 2020). For exam-
ple, any preferences of users that clearly violate these principles
can be disregarded without thereby violating the principle of

neutrality. And whenever there are multiple viable options,
these principles can help in selecting the best one.

Taxonomists should make decisions concerning uncertain-
ty on the basis of their own expertise about the potential im-
plications of error in listing or rejecting a taxon, but should not
do this to promote a particular outcome. For example, taxon-
omists involved in compiling a particular species list can
choose to impose stricter evidentiary requirements if the status
of a species is very unclear and their decision is likely to have
great economic impact. However, they should not demand
more evidence merely to postpone a decision and avoid the
omission of a particular species for, say, conservation reasons.

The trickiest are cases in which there is no fact of the matter
to decide how broadly or narrowly to delimit a species. When
a lineage is in the grey zone of evolutionary independence,
this decision sometimes depends solely on conceptual deci-
sions. This means that the decision of whether to delimit
broadly or narrowly cannot simply be settled by collecting
more empirical evidence. As already stated above, such deci-
sions should be the sole responsibility of the taxonomic com-
munities responsible for compiling the accepted species list of
that group. Thus, even though these are value-laden decisions,
users of taxonomy should not be allowed to influence them.
The fact that these are value-laden decisions also should not be
taken to imply that any value judgments whatsoever can be
relied on to make such decisions. Of course, taxonomists do
not work in a vacuum from society so are as susceptible as
other citizens to extra-scientific interests in motivations.
Nevertheless, we argue that in these decisions, they should
consciously strive not to let such value-judgements play a role.
We propose two neutral standards to rely on instead, namely,
consistency and conservatism. Thus, whenever there is no fact
of the matter as to whether to accept or reject a particular
delimitation, then:

(a) The list should aim to maximize consistency with those
of other groups of the same taxon (e.g. genus or family).
For example, if most of the species in that taxon are
recognized on the basis of the same set of criteria, then
it is recommended that the same criteria are used here as
well.7

(b) If a species is well-established and widely recognized by
a large part of the relevant taxonomic community, then
the species list should follow this usage.

These two standards should be used with care. For exam-
ple, many traditional taxonomic decisions currently in use
would not pass modern criteria. The risk of (b) then is that

7 For a similar idea from within the taxonomic practice, see Taylor et al., 2017
and Tobias et al., 2010 and Principle 6 in (Garnett et al., 2020): ‘The set of
criteria considered sufficient to recognize species boundaries may appropriate-
ly vary between different taxonomic groups but should be consistent when
possible’.
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these traditional views are chosen over newer views if the
latter do not meet the often stricter criteria in use today.
Thus, it is important to set the bar equally high for well-
established views and competing views. In addition, these
two norms are still inevitably vague, and are unlikely to re-
solve all value-laden decisions of this kind. However, they
may serve as a basis for taxonomic communities to design
mechanisms for resolving disagreements. For example, a tax-
onomic community that uses a voting system to choose which
criteria or concept for species delimitation to use (arguably a
decision for which there is no fact of the matter), would act in
line with both these standards.

How inclusion and independence are
compatible

Building on the discussion in the previous sections, we can
now show how Principle 1 (taxonomy should be independent
from non-taxonomic considerations) and Principle 2 (a global
list of species should take into account the needs of its users)
are compatible.

Consider first how the global listing process as we propose
it is compatible with the independence of species lists. Most
importantly, the notion of independence used here requires
that every decision that can be settled completely on purely
taxonomic grounds should also be settled in that way.

However, there are many decisions that are and cannot
readily be determined using available, purely taxonomic, con-
siderations. It is in making those decisions that users of the list
can play a role. We consider a consensus list of the world’s
accepted species independent if, through their role in those
decisions, the users of that list have at most an indirect
influence on that list. ‘Indirect’ here means that their role is
limited to influencing the endorsement-level governance
structure of the list and evidentiary standards for listing.
Important here is that none of these indirect influences con-
cerns decisions about what status a group of organisms should
have. Those decisions should always be the sole responsibility
of taxonomists.

In addition to this restriction on the role users can play,
there are also restrictions on the way they should play this
role. Most importantly, users of the list should only influence
these decisions through consultation, feedback, and evalua-
tion. They should never be involved in decision-making itself,
which should be based on users’ input but is the sole respon-
sibility of the endorsement body and the taxonomic commu-
nities involved in constructing species lists.

In short, we understand ‘independence’ as the requirement
that users are only involved in decisions that are not deter-
mined on purely taxonomic grounds and that this involvement
is limited to decisions about uncertainty and governance.

If we understand independence in this way, then it is fully
compatible with involving users of taxonomy in the global
listing process. This involvement consists of consulting users
of taxonomy throughout the process of setting up the gover-
nance structure of the global lists. More precisely, their opin-
ions and advice should be sought on the principles of the list,
and the criteria of adequacy for listing processes. Drafts of
these principles and criteria as well as more fine-grained rules
of procedures and terms of reference should be sent to these
users for feedback at as many stages of the drafting process as
possible. One crucial function of the governance structure we
propose to introduce, then, is to act as an interface for com-
munication between taxonomists and list users.

In addition, taxonomic communities involved in listing can
seek the advice of users when they set evidentiary standards for
listing. This way, they can decide which groups to list or reject
based on the currently available evidence, and set priorities for
further research if listing or rejecting particular groups has major
implications. Finally, users of taxonomy should have access to
information about how andwhether the particular listing process-
es are in line with the criteria of adequacy and how this is eval-
uated and enforced by the endorsement body.

By understanding independence and stakeholder involve-
ment in this way, the list of the world’s species can reflect the
best available science without unwarranted influences from
non-taxonomic considerations and at the same time ensure
participation of stakeholders by involving them in the global
listing process.

Challenges for implementation

So far, we have set out the roles of taxonomists and list users
in very general terms, referring to equally general principles.
To conclude the paper, this section discusses several chal-
lenges relating to inclusion and independence that have to be
met in order to apply this abstract conceptual scheme.

Values and taxonomic grounds: a complex mix

Throughout the paper, we have attempted to draw clear
boundaries between decisions concerning uncertainty,
conceptual decisions, and purely taxonomic decisions.
We argued that value judgements can only play a role in
the former two and that list users can only play a role in
the first of these. However, in practice, all three kinds of
decisions are often closely intertwined, making it difficult
to restrict the roles of value judgments, taxonomists, and
users to their proper domains. For example, in the case of
the California gnatcatcher, conceptual decisions, evalua-
tion of the consequences of error, and competing conser-
vation interests and financial interests are all entangled.
Nevertheless, we think the division of labour as set out in
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Box 2 can be useful even if it provides little direct guid-
ance in such complex cases. At a minimum, it spells out
which kinds of considerations should and should not be
taken into account. In addition, a clear conceptual picture
of these roles is useful for this governance project because
it shows that both users and taxonomists have an impor-
tant role to play in a global listing process, and that they
can do th is wi thout v io la t ing the pr inc ip le of
independence.

Irresolvable taxonomic disagreement

For some groups, like birds, there are longstanding taxonomic
disagreements, where each of multiple competing lists has the
support of a substantial part of the relevant community. These
disagreements are often a complex mixture of issues (see previ-
ous paragraph), and it would be naive to think that general prin-
ciples like ‘consistency’ and ‘conservatism’ will easily resolve
them. Ultimately, a solution for such disagreements—for exam-
ple, a single, widely accepted list for birds—can only come from
the relevant communities, and we hope that formal governance
mechanisms within these communities (designed and imple-
mented by the communities themselves) can facilitate this. In
fact, there already are attempts within the ornithological commu-
nities to reduce disagreement between their lists. The principles
discussed in this paper only provide a general picture of how to
make such value-laden, conceptual decisions without relying on
extra-taxonomic considerations.

Motivating list users and building trust

The success of a global consensus list relies crucially on it
being used and endorsed by as many important list users as
possible, particularly international organizations and conven-
tions such as the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN), the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), and
the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of
Wild Animals (CMS). This is a particularly complex problem,
as it is likely that most important users would only be willing
to adopt and endorse a list that is already well-established and
used by other important users. In addition, the procedures that
such conventions and organizations use for changing some-
thing as impactful as a species list are typically slow and
complex to navigate. This means that uptake of a global con-
sensus list, or parts of it (as a consensus list will not be avail-
able for all taxa at the same time), will at best be slow. All this
means that it is crucial that these important users are involved
early on in the design of endorsement-level governance mech-
anisms, and that these mechanisms address the needs of these
users.

Motivating taxonomists to participate

Equally, the success of a global consensus list relies crucially
on the willingness of taxonomists to participate in list gover-
nance. In an already crowded landscape of global lists and
inventories of biodiversity, and with many other demands on
their time, it may be difficult to motivate taxonomists to invest
additional time and effort in an additional governance
structure. Crucial here are recognition mechanisms for the
effort taxonomists put in. Such mechanisms could include a
formal citation of the lists that includes the editors’ names as
well as periodic publication of revised sections of lists in
open-access journals. Another way to motivate taxonomists
is to make sure that the consensus list also meets taxonomists’
needs. This paper may also contribute if it persuades taxono-
mists to participate by showing that a restricted but important
role for list users in the global listing process leaves the free-
dom of taxonomic research unaffected, and is compatible with
a list based on the best science (Raposo et al., 2017; Thomson
et al., 2018).

Conclusion

The role that users of taxonomy play in compiling taxonomic
lists has recently shown to be a controversial topic (Raposo
et al., 2017; Thomson et al., 2018). It is therefore crucial for a
global listing process to face it head on and develop a frame-
work to handle the apparent tension between independence
and inclusion. This paper has proposed such a framework.
More precisely, we have spelled out the kinds of roles that
users can play in the global listing process so as to ensure
inclusion without breaching the principle of independence.
However, the tension between inclusion and independence is
complex and tricky, and we do not expect this paper to resolve
it. Instead, we hope that the framework introduced here can
serve as a starting point for further discussion about these
issues.
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